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Sycamore: Class Home|Grade Book 

1. To configure your gradebook: Class Home|Grade Book|Configuration 

a. Grading Model: leave as default “Numeric” 

b. Grading Structure: most teachers will leave as default “Points” 

c. Grading Action: you can choose that graded assignments will be made visible to parents 

(“posted”) immediately … or that you will need to choose to post each assignment. 

d. Grading Categories 

i. One Category (the default): a point is a point. 

ii. Multiple Categories: choose to weight by category rather than by individual 

assignment. (Example: Literature is worth 40%, Grammar 20%, Writing 30%, 

Reading 10%) Create needed categories and weights on this page. 
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2. To create “groups”: Gradebook|Assignments then click “Groups” on the upper right side 

a. Purpose: to sort assignments into groups on your assignment list (e.g. tests, quizzes, 

homework, project) 

b. “Add” a group in this new window. You may choose to include a number to create a 

sequence (order). 

c. If you have groups, be sure to select a group for each assignment.  

 

 

 

 

 

3. To create assignments: Gradebook|Assignments then click “New Assignment” or “Add 5” on the 

upper right side (see above); below is the “New Assignment”—“Add 5” is simple and fast but 

less detailed. 
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a. Left side: adjust as desired 

i. Unit: seems to be vestigial 

ii. Title: what parents and students will see 

b. Right side 

i. Status 

1. Current: viewable by parents/students 

2. Graded: viewable; must be “posted” to be included in the student’s 

average 

3. Future: not viewable by parents/students 

ii. Possible: points (and can opt to make them worth double—or more) 

iii. Category: if you have configured weighted categories (see above) 

iv. Group: if you have created groups (see above) 

c. Bottom: may simply add, add and grade right away, or edit and grade  
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4. To grade an assignment (select “grade” from a number of places) 

a. Option to auto fill all to the same number, then edit  

b. Option to add comments (viewable by parents) 

c. Option to add status (viewable by parents) 

i. Excused/Absent: does not affect the student’s grade  

ii. Missing: assignment is a zero affects the overall average; assignment appears 

for parent in a “missing assignments” list; teacher can also easily access a list of 

missing assignments. For ES and MS, these will continue to appear in the 

missing assignment list until the end of the year or until you remove the 

“missing” from the assignment.  

iii. Late: normal grading 

iv. Dropped: There’s a button on the “graded” tab of Grade Book|Assignments. If 

you click that button, it will automatically drop the lowest grade for each 

student. If your class has multiple categories (weighting categories), then each 

category will have its own drop lowest grade button. Once dropped, the grade 

will not be included in the student’s average. 

d. Be sure to “Post Grades” (bottom of screen) when you finish if you have not set your 

grades to automatically post. 
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e. At top of screen when not yet graded (see below), another button appears: “Import 

Grades.” See GradeMaster instructions for how to import grades from grademaster.  

 

5. Grade Book|Grade Overview: see all grades for a class. Click a student name (link) to adjust a 

particular student’s grades for any assignment; click the “edit grade” at the top of the page to 

adjust grades for particular assignment for any student. 

 

6. Grade Book|Grade Summary: compare actual grade with posted grade. If you find a 

discrepancy, you may have not set an assignment to post or may not have marked the 

assignment as graded. Post means that the parent and student see this grade. 
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7. Grade Book|Grade Posting 

a. This feeds report cards and transcripts when grades are processed.  

b. Teachers can manipulate grades here.  

c. ES teachers will include report card comments on their Homeroom class here. 

d. Teachers can mark as incomplete here (with approval from the office). 

e. Teachers can email the parents the posted grade. 

f. Class average appears to the teacher. 

 

8. Grade Book|Reports: several useful tools/reports are included here—be sure to look to see 

what might be useful to you. 

 


